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Collaborative ORDnance Data  
 Repository (CORD)
Until recently, the mine action and broader humanitarian disarmament community have relied on ORDATA 
for ordnance information. However, the Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining, James 
Madison University and software-development company Ripple Design developed a novel aid to using 
ORDATA: the Collaborative ORDnance data repository (CORD). Representing a significant update to the 
data set, CORD is an ordnance-identification system featuring Web 2.0 concepts that allow individual users 
to contribute updates to the data.
by Dionysia Kontotasiou and Olivier Cottray [ Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining ]
The humanitarian demining and conventional weapons de-struction communities previously relied on a single open source for ordnance data: ORDATA, which had not been up-
dated for many years. In general, maintaining this system was costly; 
subject-matter experts were not hired on a regular basis to add new and 
update existing content to the database. ORDATA was significantly out 
of date, and important applications that relied on it as a reference source 
for ordnance data, like the Information Management System for Mine 
Action (IMSMA), did not produce accurate statistics.1 Countries reme-
died this issue by building and integrating their own personalized cop-
ies of ORDATA into their IMSMA installations. However, this created 
heterogeneity between databases that prevented data set comparisons.
In response, the Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian 
Demining (GICHD), James Madison University (JMU) and software-
development company Ripple Design developed a novel approach for 
ordnance data management: the Collaborative ORDnance data reposi-
tory (CORD).2,3,4
CORD is a comprehensive approach to solving the aforementioned 
issues in mine action as well as the broader areas of humanitarian disar-
mament and human rights domains. CORD is a collaborative ordnance 
data repository for the extended humanitarian disarmament commu-
nity built on Web 2.0 concepts, where data users contribute by keeping 
the data up to date. This approach could bring exciting new possibili-
ties to the humanitarian disarmament field while significantly cutting 
maintenance costs. CORD further innovates through the use of seman-
tic technologies that move away from relational databases and facilitate 
querying in human language as well as offer some built-in analytical 
capacity to answer questions, such as “in which countries is ordnance 
X used?”
CORD’s main role is to act as an interface for heterogeneous re-
sources, which can be found in several databases. These ordnance data 
resources are structured in a semantic taxonomy or ontology, which al-
lows for resource querying in order to provide a global collaborative 
ordnance data repository to any user requesting dynamic content.
Figure 1. The CORD website.
All figures courtesy of GICHD.
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Typical CORD uses
• Access to the research and development 
community
• Applications, like IMSMA, that need to 
produce statistics based on ordnance 
data
• Assistance identifying links between 
ordnance and humanitarian law
• Donors for setting reporting require-
ments
• Improved monitoring via nongovern-
mental organizations
• References for mine action community 
professionals
• References from national authorities 
for reporting and standardization
Use Case 1: IMSMA. The IMSMA appli-
cation references ORDATA for ordnance data. 
However, due to ORDATA’s high maintenance 
costs, ORDATA is not up to date, nor is ord-
nance data inside IMSMA. By building their 
own personalized copies of the ORDATA 
databases and integrating them into their 
IMSMA installations, countries have avoid-
ed issues of obsolete data. Alternatively, this 
creates heterogeneity that prevents countries 
from comparing statistics. By using CORD, 
IMSMA and other applications relying on 
ORDATA, mine action users can link data 
across database boundaries and seamlessly 
enable more intuitive queries, searches and 
navigation. CORD will also facilitate more 
advanced data analysis and integrative knowl-
edge discovery based on the huge web of data, 
thus improving the quality of statistics.
Use Case 2: Mine action users. The pro-
fessional mine action community often needs 
information on specific items, namely techni-
cal information concerning various explosive 
remnants of war (ERW). Currently, that infor-
mation is decentralized and not easily acces-
sible in a comprehensive way. By using CORD, 
mine action users can find necessary informa-
tion in an intuitive format.
Use Case 3: Academic users. Academic in-
stitutions can also access an online repository 
of gathered information for ordnance data to 
support various research initiatives studying 
the impact of landmines and ERW contami-
nation. CORD can be seen as an important 
data source for attempting to answer ques-
tions, such as “What are the specific impacts of specific types of mu-
nitions?” While the impact data would originate from other sources, 
ordnance characteristics could be extracted from CORD.
Desk Study
Several ongoing projects outside of CORD approached the same top-
ic from different angles. A conceptual desk study was performed prior to 
CORD implementation with the following objectives:
• Review existing ordnance systems
• Evaluate current systems in terms of modularity and reusability
• Spot commonalities and differences between ordnance systems 
in order to create a mechanism for combining concepts with the 
aid of ontology and ability to provide reusable fragments.
Methodology. In order to get an overview of existing ordnance sys-
tems, the following methodologies were used:
• Contact with internal GICHD experts
• Contact with external expert organizations and companies: Fe-
nix Insight Ltd, Golden West Humanitarian Foundation, Spina-
tor AB, Nato Support and Procurement Agency5,6,7,8
• Review of available applications: ORDATA, CMID Tool, EOD-IS 
(presentation made by Spinator AB), Weapons Law Encyclopedia9
• Review of online databases: Landmine Wikipedia, Federation of 
Figure 2. Detailed search result from CORD.
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American Scientists, Collective Awareness to UXO10,11
• Review of printed literature: UXO Reference Manual (Laos), Ex-
plosive Ordnance Identification Card (Kosovo)
• Review of mobile applications: U.S. Navy Bomb Disposal Appli-
cation, Landmine Awareness iPhone App.
Outcome. The desk study determined no common agreement in the 
basic terminology for ordnance classification. This is reflected in the fol-
lowing points:
• The ordnance classification is based on the system creator’s needs 
and the planned context of the system’s use.
• Different systems use their own classification of ordnances, 
Figure 3. CORD architecture.
thereby making it extremely difficult for data to be exchanged 
between systems, even when structured as relational databases.
Finding a common agreement within the community on a standard-
ized ordnance categorization was challenging. Even if such an agree-
ment could be reached, standards would be impossible to implement 
with the prominence of relational databases (the common technology 
used in existing systems today).
Analysis and Design
System architecture. The architecture of CORD can be seen in 
Figure 3.
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The main architectural diagram of Figure 1 depicts the interopera-
tions occurring between the basic modules, external interacting enti-
ties and end users of CORD. The architecture includes the following 
components:
• CORD ontology: The back end aims at providing a mechanism for 
semantically aggregating information originated from multiple 
mine sources (e.g., ORDATA, CMID)
• Ontology management: a whole phase that guided the ontology 
development, which included the authoring of the ontology with 
Protégé—the prominent tool for developing Web Ontology Lan-
guages (OWL) and the reasoning unit in order to keep the ontol-
ogy in a clear and concise format12
• Website: an open source, collaborative, shareable, graphical user 
interface
• Simple Protocol and Resource Description Framework Query 
Language (SPARQL) endpoint: a query language used for retriev-
ing and manipulating data stored in ontologies—essential in or-
der for external tools to be connected to CORD.13
• Web services and applications: the external applications that can 
be connected to CORD (e.g., TIRAMISU Information Manage-
ment Tool, from Spinator AB)
• Senior User 1: guides the requirements from ordnance experts
• Senior User 2: guides the requirements for future applications 
that will consume the data served by CORD
• End users: possible target groups that use the website to keep in-
formed about the current ordnance situation.
Ordnance data representation (back end). Since the core func-
tionality of the framework relies on an ordnance-characteristics com-
bination, a major requirement was the representation and concurrent 
communication with numerous heterogeneous data platforms and data-
bases. Two main data models are used for representing knowledge and 
information in computer systems. Database models, especially relation-
al databases, have been the leader in the last few decades, enabling eff- 
icient storage and querying of information. However, ontologies have 
appeared as an alternative to databases in applications that require a 
more enriched meaning.
A database model is a representation mechanism designed mainly to 
meet the requirements of a particular application or corporation. When 
these requirements change, the viewpoint and the schema also need 
modification, which is one of the main reasons that another solution for 
representing ordnance data was required for ORDATA.
In contrast, ontologies are the result of a collective effort and 
should therefore be shared among the community. Ontologies provide 
a restriction-free framework to represent a machine-readable reality 
on the Web. This framework assumes an open world in which infor-
mation can be explicitly defined, shared, reused or distributed. More-
over, information can be interchanged and used to make deductions or 
queries. Thus, databases result from teamwork, and ontologies require 
coordination among several work groups.
For CORD to be feasible, a common, modular, shareable ontological 
framework is necessary to deal with representation issues and provide 
the required infrastructure for decision support. This infrastructure 
was provided in the form of an ontology that interconnects ordnance re-
sources available in several databases and Extensible Markup Language 
(XML) structures.
CORD moves forward from databases to ontologies for representing 
ordnance data, because ontology
• Makes the vision of a database simpler, since it presents the model 
beyond a specific implementation of a database (Oracle, MySQL, 
PostgreSQL, etc.)
• Allows users access to the database using another alternative to the 
classical one, which is using a relational database-management 
system (RDBMS) client or the common applications
• Represents the database information structure using the OWL or 
Resource Description Language (RDL), which is useful in envi-
ronments such as the Semantic Web, where access to the semantic 
content of databases is uncommon
• Enables inclusion of the database schemas in the Semantic Web, 
making possible the annotation of dynamic Web pages
• Allows information sharing among heterogeneous databases, 
since the information represented is independent from any 
RDBMS specification
• Enables homogeneous management of distributed databases
• Allows an enrichment of the information represented in the data-
base and can therefore relate with other kinds of domain ontolo-
gies (using matching or alignment techniques), thus improving 
the quality of the information represented
• Makes the representation of complex data types or different data 
types (e.g., temporal, spatial, fuzzy) easier to use. Thus, the user 
can manage any kind of information using the ontology, which is 
quite flexible in the management of any data types or representa-
tion of data.
CORD ontology includes, but is not limited to, the following catego-
ries of data:
• Ammunition characteristics (e.g., high explosive anti-tank 
(HEAT), explosively formed penetrator (EFP), armor-piercing 
fin-stabilized discarding sabot (APFSDS), high explosive (HE), 
tracer, base, bleed, etc.)
• Ammunition storage and transport classification and compat-
ibility group
• Country of existence/use
• Filling (e.g., illumination, white phosphorus)
• Fin/tail (steering/retarding) system
• Fuse system
• Images
• Made from material (e.g., Bakelite, plastic, metal, etc.)
• Manufacturer and country of origin
• Marking system
• Shape and size
• Type/mix of explosives
• Weapon-system category/can be used with which weapon system 
(e.g., F-16).
Collaborative repository (front end). Since an ontology was selected 
to represent ordnance data, an open-source interface was developed to 
make these data available.
The main functionalities of CORD front end are
• Collaborative authoring: operations that allow easy and expres-
sive additions of data
• Retrieval: graphical query interface that empowers users to easily 
compose queries and preview query results with different output 
formats
• Navigation: intuitive browsing and adoption of the ordnance on-
tology
• Back-end connection: end users can connect to the back end of 
the collaborative repository and make use of the semantic struc-
tured data
• Verification: process by which designated administrators and ex-
plosive ordnance disposal experts approve user-submitted infor-
mation and authenticate existing ordnance data.
Sequence diagram. A sequence diagram of CORD is presented in 
Figure 5. The basic purpose of using this kind of interaction diagram is 
to show how processes operate with one another and in what order. The 
important processes are inside the sequence diagram, which describes 
completely the main interactive functionality of the system.
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Figure 5. Sequence diagram.
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Starting from the top of the diagram, an 
administrator requests authentication (mes-
sage 1) from the server, which receives the 
signal and responds with a success signal 
(message 2) if the authentication process was 
successful. The server continuously awaits for 
user signals (messages 3, 5, 7) in order to au-
thenticate them (registered user 1-N). Regis-
tered user 1 decides to create a new ordnance 
category and requests creation from the server 
(message 9). Immediately, the administrator 
accepts the ordnance category (message 10). 
The new ordnance category is viewable from 
all lifelines, so even a simple user can browse 
it. Finally, a simple user makes a SPARQL que-
ry to the system (message 15), and the system 
responds with the appropriate results (mes-
sage 16).
Expected Benefits
Generic benefits. CORD will offer a more 
cost-effective, accessible, reusable and com-
pletely expansionistic system.
• ORDATA will be updated and extend-
ed. In this way, it could serve as a live 
reference for all applications that use it 
in order to produce accurate statistics.
• CORD is financially and timely sus-
tainable: By encouraging access to inte-
grated distributed ordnance resources 
into one collaborative data repository, 
CORD stimulates time and cost- 
effective solutions for ordnance moni-
toring and resource dissemination.
• CORD is completely open to expan-
sion and reusability. The collaborative 
data repository will allow ordnance 
data sharing within the context of rel-
evant stakeholders and expansion to 
similar domains, which can result in 
efficient data-management schemes 
and critically improve productivity of 
development teams.
• CORD will encourage inclusion of data 
from related peripheral sectors such as 
international humanitarian law and 
weapon systems.
Technological benefits. CORD’s main in-
novation is the homogenization of ordnance 
resources under a common ontology in order 
to deliver reliable information to the end user 
in various and combined ways. The collabora-
tive data repository is critical, since individu-
als may have a common resource access point 
for all ordnance data. Major benefits include 
centralization of resources from different 
stand-alone databases and fusion of ordnance 
data through the collaborative data reposito-
ry, which will be easily accessed by all.
Analytics
3,343 users from 124 countries have ac-
cessed CORD (September 2014–September 
2015).14
Conclusions
The main innovations of CORD are the 
use of semantic technologies and collabora-
tive Web 2.0 concepts to structure and rep-
resent ordnance data. Semantic technologies 
were used to represent and provide dynam-
ic searches of multiple stand-alone ordnance 
data. Semantic technologies and ontologies 
promise a more flexible representation than 
XML-based technologies and flat databases. 
Data do not need to conform to a tree struc-
ture but can follow an arbitrary graph shape. 
Given the benefits of these technologies and 
the trends of developments in the Web space, 
semantic technologies were adopted to repre-
sent ordnance data in a structured way, inter-
facing them via a collaborative website.
Some important constraints with the ap-
proach of making an open system is that clas-
sified or otherwise sensitive information will 
not be included in the central system, such as 
render-safe procedures on how to disarm ord-
nance. Should an organization using CORD 
want to have additional information, it can 
set up private databases extending the data yet 
still linking to CORD. This architecture also 
allows organizations to have additional data-
verification processes.
For more information, the tool can be 
found at http://bit.ly/1Lbcpvp. 
See endnotes page 67
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